


























































































































































































































































































































































A comparative study of two cities from tourism perspective
The image of ‘Kyoto’ retained in residual memory
－Focused on Haruki Murakami’s “Norwegian Wood ” and
“South of the border and west of the sun ”－
Ken HIRAI
This study tries to demonstrate how the two tourist cities, ‘Kyoto’ and ‘Tokyo,’ in Haruki Murakami’s
works have become a part of traditional literal images. First, the author confirms the images of ‘Tokyo’
in Murakami’s novels strongly suggest that they embody ‘another world.’ Then, the images of ‘Kyoto,’
which appear in “Norwegian Wood” and “South of the border and west of the sun,” are nothing but those
of ‘another world’ whose oncoming signs have been already captured in his images of ‘Tokyo.’
Murakami’s novels intrinsically develop their mutual storylines in the dual structure consisting of ‘real
world’ and ‘nether world,’ and his images of ‘Tokyo’ and ‘Kyoto’ can be interpreted as the typical




「近代の行方 『橋づくし』と築地居留地の記憶」（佐藤義雄・常川隆男編『近代への架橋』（2007 年 蒼丘書
林刊所収）には都市のイメージ転生に関する興味深い指摘がある。
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